Abstract. This model is based on the problem B in the Mathematical Modeling Contest of North China Electronic Power University in 2015. It works out solutions for non-overlapping box arrangement with load-bearing limits and without bearing limits, which can finally solve the practical loading problem of overlapping of multi-type boxes considering bearing limits.
Introduction
As there are some rectangular boxes (see the size and weight details in Annex 1 )need to be packed, the 1210 pallet (1200mm×1000mm) is considered to be adapted, which is used widely currently. Then we search for a layout solution for packing Box 1 transversely and non-overlapped on a 1210 pallet, making the area utilization as high as possible. This paper builds a model and obtain a layout solution with maximum utilization by packing two arbitrary specifications of boxes on a pallet of arbitrary size.
By integer programming, a rectangular area of size-undetermined be first selected in the lower-left corner of the pallet, and boxes X be packed unified in transverse or vertical direction in it. Then, transversely or vertically divide the residual area into two parts and pack boxes Y in each part. Similarly, boxes in each area are in unified direction. As the size of the residual area is relevant to the size of the lower-left rectangle, the box layout in the residual area is concerned with the size, so the utilization area of the residual part is set as constraint, the minimum of the whole oddments of the three area as objective function, integer solutions under eight circumstances can be obtained.
When exchange the box types on the pallet with boxes X in residual area and Y in the lower-left rectangle, and similarly divide the residual area, another eight layout solutions can be gotten. The optimal box layout solution [1] and the minimal oddments will then be obtained by comparing the sixteen solutions.
In order to reduce the computation, the constraint condition is revised to the maximum utilization of the residual area, and which lessen the number of circumstances to eight.
Models for integer layout in unified direction
Modeling. ①Designate a rectangle in the lower-left corner with boxes of same size in unified direction in it. ②There are four methods to divide the residual area into two parts by transverse or vertical cut, then pack each part with the other type of box respectively. ④Objective function for the integer programming As required in integer programming, the minimal overall oddment is to be the objective function. ) 1000 * 1200 min(
So the integer programming formula comes : If the area division method altered, the formula for the maximum area will also change. Thus, the integer programming formulas with area vertically divided can be obtained similarly.
Model Solving. The oddment, box packing methods and row&column number of lower-left rectangle and the residual area in eight circumstances are listed in Table 1 . In conclusion, if pack Box 1 in the lower-left corner in transverse direction for a row and a column, and cut the residual area into part B and C, pack four Box 5 in part B in vertical direction and fifteen Box 5 in part C in vertical direction, the minimal oddments are expected to be achieved, that is 11%.
When pack Box 1 in the lower-left corner in vertical direction for a row and a column, then cut the residual area into part B and C, pack one Box 5 in part B in vertical direction and eighteen Box 5 in part C in vertical direction, the total oddments are expected to be 11% , the minimum value.
The packing solutions are shown in the figures below. 
Summary
The difficult point in this problem is the combination of two packing methods, so we adapt algorithms by dividing the area. The whole pallet is divided into three areas, and the maximum utilization of the later two areas is set as the constraint condition of the first area, the minimum value of whole oddments as the objective function.
This model takes eight circumstances into consideration. On the premise that the first area is packed with the same type boxes, transversely or vertically divide the residual area and pack another type of boxes in the later two areas. Then it works out the minimal oddments of the whole eight layout combinations in the three areas by integer programming. It discusses the problem via different circumstances, taking everything into consideration, and obtain a minimal oddment of 11%. All of the above indicates that the model can make the pallet achieve the highest utilization, and it's of good practicability.
